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Building a better supply chain
With the worst of the Covid-19 pandemic behind us in the US, as more Americans
get vaccinated, mask and social-distancing measures are lifted and the public settles
back into relatively normal life and work routines—contrasted with the devastation
still unfolding in India as it deals with Covid’s second surge—there may not be a
better time than the present to explore the theme of supply chain disruption in the
pharma industry. We do exactly that in the June issue of Pharmaceutical Commerce.
If not to learn about the hard but valuable lessons manufacturers and their suppliers
gained while navigating the pandemic, and new strategies in digitalization and risk
monitoring employed as a result (see our overview feature on page 22), then to hear
insights on how the global community can best prepare and mobilize for future
threats in areas such as drug serialization and track and trace (see page 38).
And, as we examine this month as well, advances in those fields and the larger
pharma distribution picture will go only as far as compliance to and understanding
of changes in supply chain regulations. Take, for example, the Drug Supply Chain
Security Act (DSCSA), originally passed in 2013. As we note in coverage of new
FDA guidances related to the law on page 7, the agency has delayed enforcements of
several new DSCSA mandates until 2023. One of those is the requirement of pharma
products to be serialized and labeled to support an interoperable, electronic system
for identifying and tracing medicines throughout their journey in the US. This
kind of standardized system, the thought is, will enable better data sharing and thus
improve supply chain efficiencies and patient safety. The industry is making progress
in achieving full DSCSA implementation—on the company level and collaboratively,
assessing barcoding capabilities and potential synergies with technologies such as
RFID. Articles starting on pages 14, 32 and 40 highlight such examples.
The takeaway message is clear: the need for transparency and visibility across the
supply chain is critical. That’s what these regulations are trying to ensure. And that’s
the focus of optimization pursuits on the industry side. The end goal is the same—
getting medicines safely to patients uninterrupted. Thank you for reading.
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ourselves as well of the end game: critical formulated, mixed and
packaged medicines in the hands of people—patients—quicker.
It’s “not automation for the sake of automation, but automation
to result in a true benefit—to get products manufactured
and distributed faster to our customers,” Vin Colicchio, vice
Admitting to a bit of indulgence,
president, supply chain and external manufacturing, Dr. Reddy’s
yes, that is indeed a play off of the 1992
Laboratories, tells me when explaining the company’s motives in
R.E.M. album Automatic for the People,
deciding to automate certain supply chain functions (see page 14).
one of my favorites by the band. But don’t
And it’s not just in the context of the production line, of
worry, I won’t attempt to somehow tie our June issue on supply
course. A recent report on the pharmacy automation market
chain management and the latest in drug serialization/track and
notes (and we cover here: https://bit.ly/35kaan8) that the use
trace into goofing on Elvis or how the sidewinder sleeps. But in
of automated machinery to fill and dispense prescriptions is
reading through our coverage while putting together the issue,
poised for a period of significant growth over the next few years,
driven in part by the emerging involvement and investment of
and speaking with people on the inside of pharma’s vast supply
chain engine, a common theme kept echoing: automation. That
big-tech giants like Amazon and Uber. On the drug shipping and
process-driven world of machines and controls that makes sure
monitoring front, the ability to automate data and analytics to
pharmaceutical ingredients are handled and filled correctly under support smarter planning and decision-making is also attracting
the most stringent of protocols.
notice, as Suzanne Shelley reports in our main feature (page 22).
Amazing technology but always tough to fully grasp for the
Sometimes even innovation goes through the motions.
layperson. It’s expected, and, therefore, often difficult to appreciate
true advancements in automation when they arise. And to remind
— Michael Christel mchristel@mjhlifesciences.com
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More DSCSA guidances released

Secure
load

Monitor
temperature

FDA notably covers package security
On June 3, FDA released four guidance documents for
resolving at least some of the nagging issues that industry has
been wrestling with since the passage of the Drug Supply Chain
Security Act (DSCSA) in 2013. FDA has delayed enforcement of
a number of interim requirements to Nov. 27, 2023, the nominal
date when a fully interoperable electronic system for sharing
product and transaction data for nearly every pharma package
in commercial distribution is to be in effect.
The two finalized guidances, “[DSCSA] Implementation:
Identification of Suspect Product and Notification” and
“Product Identifiers Under [DSCSA] Questions and Answers”
provide fairly straightforward answers for a number of
questions that have cropped up; for example, because some
drug packages require a linear barcode on their label, the
DSCSA-mandated 2D barcode will not be a replacement.
One of the draft guidances, “Definitions of Suspect Product
and Illegitimate Product for Verification Obligations under
[DSCSA]” provides some color around the terms “counterfeit,”
“diverted,” “stolen,” subject to a “fraudulent transaction” or “unfit
for distribution”—all fairly straightforward. The other draft
guidance, “Enhanced Drug Distribution Security at the Package
Level” is the gold mine of guidance that industry has been
seeking for years.
One key element of this is FDA’s acknowledgment that
aggregation (accumulating multiple individual package
identifiers under one case) and inference (assuming that the
individual package identities are correctly tied to the caselevel ID) are explicitly permitted. “Because it appears to be an
essential process in trading partner daily operations of supply
chain and data management, whether manual or automated,
FDA supports the use of data aggregation.” Also: “A trading
partner should only use inference when it receives pallets or
homogeneous cases with aggregated data if the integrity of the
unit is intact—in other words, the tamper-evident tape or wrap,
or other security seal, has not been broken.”
An even bigger element of this guidance is FDA’s support of a
“distributed or semi-distributed data architecture model because
either model can allow each trading partner to maintain control
over its own data.” For years, there has been wrangling over
whether transaction data needs to be collected in one place for
each product shipment, regardless of how many trading-partner
transactions have occurred.
— Nicholas Basta
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White House promotes US manufacturing to secure access to vital drugs
Pandemic has highlighted the importance of a resilient domestic production sector
Following a three-month review of vulnerabilities in the
US supply chain for products important to national security,
the Biden administration has rolled out a broad initiative to
promote domestic production of critical materials, including
medicines and their ingredients. The initiative calls for the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to establish
a public-private consortium for advanced pharmaceutical
production to strengthen domestic competitiveness and
supply chain resilience in this area.
A detailed report presents strategies for preventing supply
chain disruptions in several key industrial sectors. The
broader aim is to ensure ready access for US manufacturers to
semiconductor chips, rare earth elements and large capacity
batteries for electric vehicles, as well as pharmaceutical
ingredients. Such gains will bolster America’s economic and
national security and address transitory supply chain challenges.
Continued dependence on key pharma products and active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) from overseas has been
driven by pressures to lower costs, the report acknowledges,
a situation that leaves the drug supply chain vulnerable and
warrants new approaches to support domestic production.
FDA acting commissioner Janet Woodcock applauded the
announcement, noting that the Covid-19 pandemic revealed
“just how vulnerable the supply chain is” and that it is “essential
for the national and health security and economic prosperity
of the United States.” The report recommends actions long
backed by Woodcock and other FDA officials, including a
boost in local pharmaceutical production, R&D to advance
innovative manufacturing technologies, robust quality
management maturity to support reliable drug manufacturing
and leveraging data to improve supply chain resilience.
To start, the HHS consortium will select 50 to 100 critical
drugs from the “essential medicines” list established by FDA,
as part of an earlier federal initiative. The aim is to advance
the development of novel platform technologies for domestic
production of APIs, particularly those for widely used generic
drugs. The initiative will be able to tap $60 million provided
by the American Rescue Plan to spearhead investments in
advanced manufacturing technologies, such as systems with
on-demand manufacturing capabilities, to increase production
of key pharmaceuticals and ingredients.
FDA anticipates playing a prominent role in advancing
these and other supply chain resiliency initiatives and is
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working with other HHS agencies to develop a further plan
for designing and building the long-term capability for US
manufacture of supplies to combat future pandemics and
biological threats. And to increase transparency of product
sources throughout the pharmaceutical supply chain, HHS will
seek legislative authority in two areas: the ability to track API
sourcing and production by facility, and a requirement that all
pharmaceuticals sold in the US identify the sources of APIs
and finished dosage forms on labeling.

Vaccine makers ramp up production,
donations to protect IP
In the face of a growing clamor for greater worldwide
access to Covid vaccines, biopharma companies are promising
to expand distribution of free and low-cost preventives to curb
the pandemic globally. Efforts to promote “vaccine equity”
and “dose sharing” also aim to limit challenges to international
patent protections, as manufacturers maintain that calls to
waive IP rights for pandemic vaccines will stymie innovation
and the development of new preventives against Covid
variants and future disease outbreaks.
The issue has heated up as the Biden administration
announced support for a waiver to IP protection for Covid-19
vaccines under the World Trade Organization, a move that
surprised manufacturers as well as other industrial nations.
European leaders at the recent G20 meeting in Rome instead
backed voluntary and compulsory IP licensing agreements,
technology transfers and patent pooling arrangements to
help low- and middle-income countries access and produce
vaccines. The European Commission said it would seek to
open global supply chains, expand vaccine production capacity
and end export bans on vital supplies, as part of a program to
promote voluntary licensing and knowledge transfer in the
context of the TRIPS trade agreement. Along with setting these
goals, manufacturers pledged to provide more than 1 billion
vaccine doses from BioNTech/Pfizer, Johnson & Johnson and
Moderna at no- and low-profit rates to lower income countries.
Similarly, the International Federation of Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers & Associations announced programs to
advance global vaccine equity based on projections that
manufacturers will produce some 11 billion doses this year.
—Jill Wechsler, Washington Correspondent for MJH Life Sciences’
pharma sciences brands
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Annual list of top 50 pharma companies released
Roche repeats at No. 1 position; AbbVie vaults five spots
The latest annual list of the top 50 global biopharma
sales producers, published by Pharmaceutical Executive, a
Pharmaceutical Commerce sister publication, was recently
unveiled. Roche and Novartis again manned the top two
spots, but AbbVie jumped from eighth the previous year
up to third. Helping propel the latter’s rise was the formal
absorption of assets stemming from its acquisition of
Allergan, which officially closed on May 8, 2020. The
rankings are based on the most recent full-year prescription
drug revenue totals, with data provided by Evaluate Ltd.
Rounding out the top five in the Pharma 50 are Johnson
& Johnson, with a 7.7% growth in Rx sales, bringing it up
two ranks to fourth, and Bristol Myers Squibb (BMS) taking
the fifth spot once again with a 3% increase. Merck dropped
two spots to sixth, and Pfizer, largely in the headlines the past
several months for teaming with German biotech BioNTech
to develop and make the first emergency use vaccine for
Covid-19, fell five spots to eighth. Sitting in-between is

Sanofi, at seventh, with a 2.5% increase in revenue versus the
previous year. GlaxoSmithKline and Takeda again filled the
last two positions in the top 10.
The Pharma 50 rankings also include sales outputs for
companies’ top-three-selling products and each organization’s
R&D spending totals. Roche repeated as well as biopharma’s
top R&D spender, investing $11.3 billion, an increase of 9.8%
from the previous year. The company currently has 19 new
compounds in Phase III clinical trials or filed for approval.
Ranking second in R&D spending, based on 2020 full-year
totals, was J&J, followed by BMS, Merck and Pfizer in the
top five. The report notes that while market valuations have
been mixed among those companies who rapidly developed
and deployed vaccines or treatments for Covid, the pandemic
has generally be favorable to the financial performance of
drug developers.
View the 2021 Pharm Exec 50 here: https://bit.ly/3cxhuQz
— Michael Christel

AmerisourceBergen completes $6.5B deal for WBA’s Alliance Healthcare
Expands distribution reach with acquisition of wholesale pharmacy
Nearly five months after the initial announcement,
drug distribution giant AmerisourceBergen Corporation
has officially acquired the majority of Walgreens Boots
Alliance’s (WBA) Alliance Healthcare businesses for $6.5
billion—$6.275 billion in cash, along with two million shares
of AmerisourceBergen common stock.
The deal expands AmerisourceBergen’s reach and offerings
in pharmaceutical distribution, and adds to the company’s
portfolio of global manufacturer services. WBA, according
to executives, will use the cash to reduce debt and accelerate
growth of its core retail pharmacy and healthcare businesses.
AmerisourceBergen and WBA also plan on expanding their
existing commercial agreements.

a double-wall vacuum insulated panel insulated shipper,
maintains -70°C (-94°F) for a minimum of 240 hours in order
for the vaccines to safely arrive at their destination, CSafe says.

CSafe inks shipping pact with BioNTech

On average, US manufacturers incur losses of about $1.17
million per year as a result of production line shutdowns that
stem from label-printing issues, a global survey of IT directors
in manufacturing organizations found. NiceLabel, which
counts pharma as one of its client bases, conducted the study.

CSafe Global struck a partnership last month with
BioNTech to be its thermal shipping provider for PfizerBioNTech Covid-19 vaccine shipments from BioNTech’s
Germany facility. The custom thermal shipping container,

Charles River to purchase Vigene Biosciences
Contract research organization (CRO) Charles River
Laboratories International has signed a definitive agreement
to acquire Vigene Biosciences, Inc., a contract development
and manufacturing organization (CDMO) that offers viral
vector-based gene delivery solutions. The purchase price
is expected to be $292.5 million in cash, with the deal
anticipated to close in the third quarter.

Mislabeling costs companies $1.31M annually
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Algorithms and
Accountability
Drug shortages are inevitable, but being caught off guard isn’t. The best ways
distributors can use and position data to drive today’s inventory solutions
BY DAVE EHLERT, M C KESSON

D

ata-driven decision-making is more than number crunching. Gathering
and synthesizing information from a whole host of sources helps
paint the big picture to provide a solid basis for planning. For health system
pharmacies, the sheer volume of available information may make the
prospect of analyzing it seem overwhelming. Some data sets focus on
order history. Others show current factors affecting the supply chain,
from sourcing to delivery. Still others, using advanced machine-learning
algorithms, provide strikingly accurate forecasts of the demand and
availability of certain drugs. Pharmaceutical distributors can help turn
these data into actionable information. While no distributors are immune
to industry-wide drug shortages, those with the right tools for analytics
and forecasting—and the willingness to be transparent—can provide timely insights that will help
customers make informed decisions.
Critical items inventory
As the pandemic taught us, access to critical care drug
inventory is crucial. McKesson has always prioritized supply
reserves of the most crucial items requested by health systems
across our distribution centers. Until the effects of Covid-19
created a strain on the supply chain, our teams of procurement
specialists, pharmacists, administrators and other professionals
functioned separately to secure supplies. But the pandemic
called for a different approach, so we created a Critical Care
Drug Task Force. Teams shared their expertise with the entire
task force to monitor the situation using all available data and
analytics to track the disease and identify what health-system
pharmacies would need to treat patients. The cross-functional
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approach has proven invaluable during the pandemic and will
be continued after the threat of the virus subsides.

Drug shortages and supply disruptions
The supply of both branded and generic drugs is an ongoing
issue for health-system pharmacies. A number of events
can cause shortages, from market-wide supply constraints
to product-specific issues, to financially driven supplier
decisions. In order to collect and analyze the right data to help
health systems make informed decisions, distributors must
consider the complex causes that may be involved.
• Sourcing constraints. The supply of drugs is directly
related to the availability of the materials used to make

F E AT U R E

them. In many cases, only one supplier produces the active
pharmaceutical ingredient (API) that manufacturers need
to make a drug. Any disruption to such a limited supply
chain has a significant effect on the market. And even when
the materials are available, manufacturers are under strict
controls on production in order to ensure safety and quality.
• Product-specific issues. The complexity and narrow
therapeutic application of some drugs requires that
manufacturers have a long lead time for production.
The slightest disruption to timely receipt of ingredients
means lower availability of these medications. Changes
to the APIs also contribute to product
shortages. In many cases, the sources
for these ingredients are considered
proprietar y, making market
intelligence difficult to obtain.
• Manufacturer decisions.
Product rationalization is a fact
of life in the US drug market. As
margins shrink on generic drugs,
manufacturers may eliminate the
products, shifting the burden of
producing them to other makers
that may not be prepared to handle
the volume. Other pharmaceutical
products, both name-brand and
generic, are subject to decisions to
discontinue certain pack sizes or
eliminate the product altogether,
resulting in shortages.

Fortunately, partnering with a data-driven distributor
can provide insight that helps mitigate the effects on your
pharmacy. For example, we use proprietary supply chain
analytics tools to more accurately forecast product availability
disruption. This data supports proactive decision-making
and helps health systems serve patients more efficiently and
cost-effectively.

Supplier accountability
Data-driven distributors with strong supplier relationships
can share product demand forecasts that effectively hold
manufacturers accountable for maintaining
the right levels of inventory. This allows
more reliable sourcing and delivery of
needed products to customers.
At McKesson, we use expanded
data sets and algorithms to provide
inventory optimization methods that
help detect patient demand patterns,
taking into account seasonality,
v o l at i l i t y, r e s p o n s e t o s u p p l y
availability fluctuations and regional
trends. By staying ahead of customer
demand, we can identify potential risks
to supply and have inventory in place
where and when needed. Purchasing
inventory ahead of disruptions allows
us to fulfill customer demand even
during shortages.

Distributors can
help health systems
reduce the impact
on patients by
sharing information
gained through data
aggregation

The high costs of low drug supply
Even before the pandemic sparked unprecedented
challenges surrounding drug production, delivery and
demand, an early 2019 report by the American Hospital
Association (AHA), the Federation of American Hospitals
(FAH) and the American Society of Health-System
Pharmacists (ASHP) revealed sobering financial facts about
drug shortages. Among them:
• Increases of over 80% of unit price were seen across
various classes of drugs.
• More than 90% of hospitals pivoted to alternate drug
options in response to skyrocketing drug prices.
• One in four hospitals were compelled to cut staff due to
budget pressures.
• Almost 80% of hospitals reported spending more time,
effort and money to obtain drugs in short supply.

End-to-end supply chain optimization
While drug supplies are likely to continually ebb and
flow, distributors can help health systems reduce the impact
on patients by sharing information gained through data
aggregation, supplier partnerships, machine learning and
predictive analytics. Data-driven forecasting provides endto-end supply chain optimization that improves pharmacy
management and patient care. Partnering with a distributor
with the capabilities and experience to translate data into
actionable information can help health systems lower costs,
focus on progress and reduce complexity systemwide.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dave Ehlert, PharmD, MBA, FASHP, is Area Vice President at
McKesson Health Systems
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People, Production,
and Priorities
A conversation with Vin Colicchio, vice president, supply chain and external
manufacturing, Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories
MICHAEL CHRISTEL

T

he global public health emergency over the past 15 months, like with many enterprises, has taught the
life sciences industry some tough business lessons, while reinforcing principles and strengthening
resolve when it comes to protecting its most critical asset—its people. One area in particular that reflects
that necessary mix of human capital with tangible commercial output and customer goals is supply chain
management. Pharmaceutical Commerce spoke recently with Vin Colicchio, vice president, supply
chain and external manufacturing for Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories, about the challenging coordination and
quick pivots in planning and decision-making that has been required to keep those qualities working in
unison during the pandemic. A 30-plus-year industry veteran, being a part of the Indian multinational
drugmaker, while based in Dr. Reddy’s Princeton, NJ, office gives Colicchio a unique perspective on
Covid’s contrasting dynamics in the US and India, and what he stresses should be a “ healthy respect” for
global logistics—those often unseen efforts to deliver medicines to patients as fast as possible.
1. Following the Covid-19 pandemic’s chaotic start, the
global pharma supply chain, by many accounts, has
mostly operated satisfactorily, with most shipments
maintained. What industry practices or factors do you
believe have been the key contributors in maintaining
critical drug supply chain?
The key supply practices have always focused on
the importance of sourcing adequate supplies of active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), and also the key starting
materials that are used to manufacture the APIs; those are
critical. In addition, you must ensure that your manufacturing
operations have sufficient excipients and packaging supplies
on hand to ensure that you can produce your products and
can get them on the market on time.
Many companies previous to the pandemic may have only
purchased two to three months of supply on raw materials
and packaging components.
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Now, most companies are taking a very assertive approach
to getting more materials in-house, so they may purchase
four to five months of supply of critical materials for these
more valuable products.
There are different factors that have contributed, too.
Early on in the pandemic, Dr. Reddy’s decided to focus
primarily on ensuring the health, safety and well-being of
our employees, and to put safe practices into place, especially
for our manufacturing teams at the plants in India that
are part of the Dr. Reddy’s network. When India went into
a national lockdown, we had to ensure that we could get
people safely from their homes to their places of work at the
manufacturing plants. We were able to secure shuttle buses
and meals for people, and able to make sure that we sanitized
vehicles and the facilities so our employees operated in a safe
environment. These actions were vital to allow our teams to
manufacture our products under challenging circumstances.

PROFILE

We had the plants running literally 24/7 during the
pandemic and even now, amid the second phase hitting India,
we’ve orchestrated it in a similar fashion. That’s very important
to making sure that we can maintain our critical drug supply.
One of the other aspects we put in place was during the
early days of the pandemic, we saw that logistics had to really
spring into action very quickly. We had to secure air freight
and sea freight transportation on a continued expedited basis,
because the competition was doing the same thing. And while
the sea freight was fairly available without a lot of constraints,
the air freight was a different story. Many passenger flights
were canceled. We had to secure cargo planes to move our
products. So our India and US supply chain teams met daily
to ensure that we had line of sight on when products had to
get transported from India to the US. And doing that on an
everyday basis—chartering flights, booking sea freight—and
making sure that we had the travel logistics in place to move
our products as quickly as possible was an integral part of
maintaining our critical drug supply chain
I also think the digital technologies were a plus. Before
the pandemic, we used [Microsoft] Teams, but definitely to
a much larger degree now, and Zoom came into this as well.
Just having those technical platforms in place really helped
transform the way that we dealt with rapid communication
and managing our business. It was all about speed and
connectivity.
2. As the US and much of the developed world are
seeing generally declining Covid infection rates, can one
argue today that perhaps a more secure supply chain
has been a “positive” byproduct of the pandemic?
The pharma supply chain is more secure in terms
of procuring more volumes of the needed materials to
manufacture and distribute our products. We also work
more effectively with our internal manufacturing plants and
our contract manufacturing and packaging partners. To
supply the North American market, Dr. Reddy’s uses our own
manufacturing plants in India and the US, but we also have a
network of contract manufacturing and packaging partners
in India, Canada and in the US.
It’s a very compliant and secure supply chain. There
are more checks and balances in place with more frequent
business, material and supply chain reviews. The level of
scrutiny and confirmation must be increased because if your
partner doesn’t have adequate supply of APIs or production
materials released, and you’re counting on them to deliver
on time and in full, that could be quite disruptive. While

Dr. Reddy’s has been very capable to secure its supply chain,
we also demand that of our partners. We want to make sure
that there are no weak links in the overall global supply chain
and that we are able to count on the people, systems and
procedures—both internally and with our business partners—
to manufacture and supply our products to for our customers.
One of the other aspects of Covid is that there is a lot
more direct discussion with the supply chain teams and
our customers. Our customers want to know where their
products are coming from, inventory levels and when are they
going to be delivered. With anything that’s happening related
to the pandemic or even recent weather-related events, now
there’s a more open and very transparent, very timely set of
discussions that could happen with our customers. That is a
notable change since the pandemic started.
I would add that it’s the speed of processing as well. For
us, it’s the advent of our work toward digitizing many of our
processes. It varies very much by business, but in supply chain
especially, we have certain processes that we’ve identified that
have been or are in the midst of being automated. And not
automation for the sake of automation, but automation to
result in a true benefit—to get products manufactured and
distributed faster to our customers.
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3. How do you juxtapose the
dynamics mentioned regarding
improving pandemic trends in
the developed world with the
strain and demand on the supply
for vaccines and PPE in India and
Southeast Asia? How involved is
your team at Dr. Reddy’s in some
of those support efforts?
F i r s t a n d f o r e m o s t , D r.
Reddy’s team in India performs
at a very high level in terms of
manufacturing operations and supply
chain management. They’re dedicated to manufacturing,
supplying and providing accessibility to our medicines. That’s
the key focus.
At the same time, when you think about what’s happening
in India with the surge and the unfortunate high incidence
rates of the coronavirus and the death toll that it’s taking,
our people continue to work very diligently while they’re
taking care of themselves and their families. I look at that in
comparison to the high demand of vaccines and PPE.
I think it’s very important to outline what Dr. Reddy’s has
been doing to take care of its people while we’re also leveraging
our business to manufacture products for our customers.
We’ve taken a four-pronged approach across treatment,
vaccines, hospital spaces and work shifts at the plants. For the
treatment aspect, a year ago, Gilead provided licenses to eight
manufacturers to produce and market remdesivir for Covid
in over 100 countries. We were one of the eight companies to
get that license. So we’ve been manufacturing remdesivir, and,
at the same time, sequestering some of the inventory for our
employees and their family members in India in need of it.
On the second prong of this approach, in particular
we partnered with the Russian Defense Investment Fund
(RDIF) to get access to its Sputnik V vaccine. Dr. Reddy’s
conducted Phase II and Phase III clinical trials in India and
we received emergency use authorization [in late April]. This
means that we now have access to 250 million doses. And
because it’s two shots for each person, it’s equivalent to 125
million patient doses. While this is less than 10% of India’s
current population of 1.3 billion, it does provide us a great
opportunity to treat people. At some point in time not only
will we be treating the people that are in need, but it’s been
announced that our employees and their families will be
eligible for the vaccine as well. The first shipment has been
made available in India and the dosing will commence as

soon as it’s reasonably possible to
do so. That’s a good development.
The third aspect is we have
converted several of our building
spaces into hospital rooms with
hospital beds. We have designated
areas in our plant environments
called learning academies; they are
conference spaces that have been
converted with hospital beds and the
necessary medical equipment so we
can have employees and their families
come over there and get treatment. As you
know, it’s been difficult to get a spot in hospitals in India; they’ve
been overwhelmed. So with that level of space availability, we’re
able to take on people in there now. There’s about 75 rooms
available at each of the three learning academy sites.
The fourth prong is that we normally run three shifts a day,
six to seven days a week in our manufacturing plants. But what
we’ve done is gone from three 8-hour shifts to two 12-hour
shifts, and this enables us to minimize people exposure via
shift changes. And we’re ensuring them access on the roads
from their homes or their ability to travel. The feedback that
we’ve gotten is that it’s clearly evident that the company’s focus
is on the safety and health of its employees. That’s our No. 1
priority, to help our people and help their families.
It’s juxtaposing the simultaneous actions of manufacturing
products and first taking care of our people, ensuring their
safety and well-being.

Not automation
for the sake of
automation, but
automation to result
in a true benefit
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4. There have been many capacity expansions across
the globe in the pharma logistics business as a result
of the pandemic—involving a range of organizations
in this space, from technology and data vendors to air
cargo companies, etc. Do you see that trend continuing,
and how has the structure or dynamics of supplier/
distribution relationships changed, if at all?
I definitely see it continuing. The supplier/distribution
relationship is going to be very dynamic for years to come, and
certainly depending on the industry—whether it’s technology
or data, telecommunications, pharmaceuticals, whatever it
may be. Much of this is driven by consumerism, of course, but
with pharma, it’s driven by the need to get products out to our
customers as quickly as possible in a secure and reliable manner.
There’s a shortage of freight-carrying capacity at this
time. Container ships are at an all-time premium right now;
more vessels are being built and there’s also a shortage of
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containers right now to support
global trade. There’s going to have
to be an increase in vessels and the
containers. Pharma companies
will definitely need to secure their
freight carriers weeks in advance
to move their supplies. It’s just a
given, because there’s going to be a
very strong continued relationship
b etween the supplier and its
distribution partners to ensure speed
of service at a cost-effective rate.
The pace and volume of global
trade is astounding and I see this
activity intensifying over the coming
years. Look at the recent example with the Suez Canal. The
Ever Given container ship got jammed in place for seven days,
and it really threatened the global trade market. There were
ships considering taking the long way around the southern tip
of Africa to get over to the Atlantic, while some just stayed in a
holding pattern in the Red Sea and elsewhere. When a 20,000
container vessel gets landlocked in the Suez Canal and can
bring the world to its knees in terms of disrupting the global
supply, it gets on the radar of all industries. If you can’t get
your Peloton bike on time or the latest iPhone, or, of course,
pharmaceutical supplies, it’s totally disruptive.
When something like that happens, it does have the ability
to affect things in a negative way. But at the same time, having
a strong supplier/distribution relationship will reinforce all
those positives. That’s something that we ensure is in place.
You’ve got to have a healthy respect for global trade and
logistics getting products to people as quickly as possible.
If you think about it in the context of launching a key
product in a global supply chain. For instance, you source
the active ingredient from India, you manufacture in one
US location, and you package in another US location. You’re
going to need to ensure that all those pieces come together
at the right time. Having a solid relationship with your
freight carrier company is pivotal to ensuring that you’re
launching a product on time. The difference is millions of
dollars in revenue. But more importantly, it’s making sure
that your patients have access to this medicine that you’ve
been planning on launching for several months.

Yes, we have seen that. Our
teams in the US and India
routinely undergo compliance
training, and part of that is good
distribution practices training for
our warehousing teams and our
supply chain people in logistics.
We w a n t t o m a k e s u r e t h a t
compliance is always maintained,
and then we’re also on top of the
most recent changes in any GDP
specifications there might be. We
want to ensure that our team in
the US works very closely with our
3PL (third-party logistics provider)
to improve and strengthen inbound and outbound
capabilities. Because if they understand the GDP aspects
more, then we have the ability to actually improve how our
business operates.

Pharma companies
will definitely need
to secure their
freight carriers
weeks in advance to
move their supplies

5. Has there been increased focus and investment
across the pharma supply chain in training around good
distribution practice (GDP) standards?

6. Regulatory compliance is often an ever-shifting set
of rules in pharma. Taking into account compliance
with the Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA)
in particular—and FDA’s deadline extension on
enforcement of a number of new requirements, most
notably saleable returns verification—what are some
of the preparations and key challenges for you and your
partners in serialization readiness?
When the deadline was put in place for Nov. 27 of 2020
and then it got pushed back by three years, we had already
embarked on that project with our US team at Dr. Reddy’s,
and we decided to stay the course. We knew that we did
not want to disrupt the team’s progress because they were
very close in getting everything mobilized for completion.
We endorsed them continuing to move forward with that,
and they were able to actually get that project completed
for Dr. Reddy’s. Some other companies did that also while
others decided that they were going to hold off [and focus on]
meeting the new deadline.
Many of our contract manufacturing organization (CMO)
partners also completed that or are currently finishing or
in different phases of completion—and that’s important.
We want to make sure that our partners are also following
the DSCSA requirements and meeting those timelines
for serialization. Our 3PL is working on its serialization
capabilities and Dr. Reddy’s is lending support in that. We
expect to see our 3PL finalizing and completing its project
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later this year; by then, we’ll have
everything in the US locked down
with serialization.
So it is coming into play; it’s
taken some companies longer to
implement than others. It is a
complex endeavor, but it has been
moving along steadily.

to simultaneously manufacture
your commercialized portfolio.
Sometimes that can kind of be in
conflict, but companies have to
balance that demand.
And then another factor is
current FDA inspections are done
virtually. The agency is assessing
when it will start getting back
physically into the plants to conduct
its inspections, but for the time
being, virtual inspections are being
done. In that respect, it’s sometimes
a bit of a challenge for pharma
companies to work with that type of
approach. But the best companies adapt
to the new ways of working and become effective at managing
through the inspections to yield favorable outcomes.
But it’s been happening for several months, and rather
successfully to my understanding. Business has to continue,
and the FDA realized a long time ago that it was going to have
to be flexible to conduct remote audits.

Business has to
continue, and the
FDA realized a long
time ago that it was
going to have to be
flexible to conduct
remote audits

7. The pandemic has spotlighted
the challenges of technology
transfer a bit. Given your focus
in external manufacturing, how
has the world of tech transfers
changed, if at all, in recent
years? What new approaches are
companies like yourself implementing in this area?
I would say that for us, the approach to tech transfers
hasn’t really changed in terms of executing product
transfers—whether you’re conducting a site transfer or
you’re doing a scale-up, from a small-scale to a full-scale
commercial manufacturing operation. From a regulatory
point of view and from a scientific point of view, that hasn’t
changed. But what has changed is the need for more lead
time. One of the biggest challenges is there’s more complexity
for certain technology platforms—if you have a complex-tomanufacture pharmaceutical product that is not your typical
oral solid dosage product. Those require strong technical
expertise and a lot of lead time, especially now with Covid.
Unfortunately, with absenteeism levels on the rise in
certain parts of the world, in certain companies, you’re seeing
that the manufacturing workforce could be impacted. You
could see an impact in the quality control workforce, the
quality assurance, or even the tech teams and R&D teams.
When that happens, everything gets slowed down. So while
in generics you want to move as quickly as possible to get
products to market or to ensure that your tech transfers are
getting approved as quickly as possible, you have to factor in
a reasonable amount of additional lead time. In many cases,
you simply need to plan for more lead time than you would
have done in the past.
One of the other aspects is that, as always, you can leverage
manufacturing capacities to ensure that tech transfers are
done on time, while still providing for the supplies of your
current commercialized assets, presuming they use the same
lines and factories. While you’re focusing on your scaleups and your tech transfers, you’re always going to have
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8. What sparked you to pursue a career path in
pharma manufacturing, supply chain and operations
management?
I was always interested in science at a young age. I ended
up focusing on engineering at Rutgers, and graduated with
a B.S. degree in Biochemical Engineering. I always wanted
to work in pharmaceuticals. Part of my draw to it was the
ability to provide medicines to people. I always thought that
was a worthwhile and noble endeavor. I initially worked in
a fermentation and antibiotic refining unit for the former
Lederle Laboratories, which became part of Wyeth and
eventually Pfizer. I was a first-line supervisor and enjoyed the
work a lot, getting involved with manufacturing of various
pharmaceuticals. And then throughout the years, I was able to
take on more responsible roles in manufacturing operations,
engineering and supply chain. I had the opportunity to
manage several manufacturing sites in various international
locations and learn about different cultures.
It’s important to me that our teams do a great job of
manufacturing and are able to supply on a timely basis to our
customers. That’s something I’ve always enjoyed and have a
passion for. If you can make a positive difference with your
career to help people out and improve their quality of life, I can’t
think of a better career than in the pharmaceutical industry.
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Staring Down Supply
Chain Disruption
Amid the need for enhanced visibility across the entire pharma ecosystem,
strategies focused on ramping up digitalization are critical for manufacturers to
boost agility and resilience in the face of predictable and unforeseen threats
SUZANNE SHELLEY, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

F

or stakeholders in the biopharmaceutical and life sciences industries, potential sources of supply
chain disruption bring many sleepless nights. As today’s supply chains have become more global
and interconnected than ever, the likelihood of being hit by the proverbial “fast ball flying out of left
field” is more the rule than the exception.

“Despite pervasive volatility, all supply chain issues can be
improved with access to better data and data-driven insights,”
says Scott Deakins, chief operating officer of Deacom, a
manufacturer of enterprise resource planning (ERP) software.
“It’s not only about having your own business data at your
fingertips (related to managing inventory, manufacturing,
accounting, sales, purchasing, customer relations, warehouse
operations and more), it’s about investing in the tools and
techniques to enable enhanced visibility into timely data from
all of your suppliers (and their key suppliers), as well.”
“Historically, supply chains have been supported by large
scale warehouse- and transportation-management systems
and enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems that
largely manage operations and transactions, but naturally,
this has led to the emergence of many disjointed silos,” adds
Mahesh Veerina, CEO of Cloudleaf, a cloud computing and
SaaS company. In addition, the use of automation does not
guarantee interconnectivity. Today, roughly a dozen different
ERP systems are used by companies across the Fortune 500,
according to McKinsey & Company.
“Enterprise systems were never built to use the types of
contextual data that are available today from crowdsourcing
efforts, insights into real-time accidents and more, so making
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the realization that such new sources of data could advance
the objectives was a real ‘aha moment,’” notes Veerina, adding:
“Today, the ability to incorporate affordable sensors and
widespread mobile connectivity and cloud computing—
can turn inherently ‘dumb’ products (such as packaging and
shipping containers) into inherently smart products that can
gather and incorporate real-time contextual data and flow it
through a digital visibility platform. This enables actionable
insights to reach all parties in real time.”

What’s keeping you up at night?
The list of global threats that endanger the pharma
drug supply chain by creating pinch points and outright
stoppages keeps growing:
• Global pandemic. The fallout from the swift, worldwide
spread of the Covid-19 virus has highlighted many critical
points of weakness—from unanticipated shipping delays to
lockdowns to closed borders and critical labor shortages.
Also the logistical and technical challenges of ramping up
the cold-chain shipping infrastructure to deliver neverbefore-seen volumes of the temperature-sensitive Covid
vaccine all over the world in a very short period of time
(see https://bit.ly/3in2gkH).
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• Weather catastrophes. The pace and severity of
catastrophic weather events continues to rise due to climate
change. When Hurricane Maria—a once-in-a-century
storm—hit Puerto Rico in 2017, it damaged more than
80 manufacturing facilities producing pharma active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and finished products
and medical devices, and wiped out power to the island for
months. This Category 4 weather event touched off a wave
of shortages throughout the world. More recently, back-toback typhoons in Asia caused local and global supply chain
disruptions related to APIs and excipients, while blizzard
conditions in the Northeastern US in February created
delivery interruptions during an intense early phase of the
Covid-19 vaccine rollout.
• Production problems and regulatory issues. Quality
problems at the Baltimore, MD, manufacturing site of
Emergent BioSolutions this spring severely interrupted the
availability of Johnson & Johnson’s new Covid-19 vaccine,
slowing down the vaccine rollout at a critical time, and
impacting patients directly.
• Unplanned logistics disruptions. When the Ever Given,
one of the world’s largest cargo ships (1,312 feet long) ran
aground and became wedged in Egypt’s Suez Canal, it
blocked that busy global waterway for more than a week.
According to Lloyd’s List Intelligence1, 372 vessels were
stalled, and the ripple effect was literally felt all over the globe.

• Trade wars, tariffs, localized government sanctions,
economic volatility and geopolitical strife. The potential
fallout of geopolitical events may be more predictable than
some other factors but they can also interrupt access to key
suppliers in a given region, creating a domino effect that
impacts downstream supply chain partners, consumers
and patients all over the world.
• Cybersecurity threats, phishing threats and ransomware
attacks. The recent ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline
in March caused outages along a major US pipeline system—
one that carries 2.5 million barrels per day of gasoline,
diesel and jet fuel, including 45% of the East Coast supply.
Industry observers agree that most companies are woefully
unprepared to safeguard themselves against such risks.
• Transportation and logistics interruptions. Disruptions
can arise suddenly in any of the truck, ship or air cargo
channels from weather incidents, supply-and-demand
imbalance or technology issues (for instance, when
shipping temperature-sensitive biologics, vaccines or cell
and gene therapies), creating shortages of raw materials
and finished pharma products.
• Manufacturer consolidation, labor shortages and
strikes. Organizations everywhere are vulnerable when
their suppliers experience such labor-related issues,
which can halt production of both raw materials and
finished products.
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“Looking back on the past year, I think we can all
reflect on the lessons learned and realize there is no easy
fix here,” says Chris Alverson, senior vice president, supply
chain management for McKesson US pharmaceutical.
“Pharmaceutical manufacturers and distributors are coming
to terms with the magnitude and severity of supply disruptions
and constraints. No single supply chain management strategy
solves this issue—you need to be considering them all.”
Today, there is growing consensus that greater reliance on
a more robust digital infrastructure—which is possible thanks
to the more pervasive use of relatively inexpensive sensors
for improved connectivity up and down the supply chain
—is essential, as a hedge against supply chain disruptions.
Increased visibility across supply chain channels can provide
swift, actionable insights that can help stakeholders to both
pivot proactively in the face of an impending issue, and to
react more quickly when interruptions do occur.
Last year, Fortune magazine reported that 94% of the
Fortune 1000 had experienced supply chain disruptions
related specifically to Covid-19, and 75% reported negative or
strongly negative impacts to their business.
“These numbers are certainly a testament to the scale
of the pandemic, but they are also evidence that the power
of technology to transform supply chain relationships and
partnerships wasn’t being truly maximized,” says Anne Marie
O’Halloran, managing director, global supply chain/IX.0 life
sciences for Accenture.
“Increased visibility along the supply chain is centered
around two key questions: Who are my suppliers at each tier,
and what is happening right now at each of those suppliers?”
says Harald Nitschinger, co-founder of Prewave, who notes
that supply chain mapping solutions can help by uncovering
potential issues that are impacting each of the partners
throughout the supply chain.

Creating greater visibility
Ideally, organizations need access to a unified view of
demand and should use real-time mapping across the entire
supply chain—looking beyond just tier 1, 2 and 3 suppliers to
their partners, as well.
“The ability to automate the use of data and analytics to
support smarter planning and execution and aggregating
this functionality onto a digital platform built on a cloudbased infrastructure that is overlayed with analytics and
artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities gives companies
better ability to support real-time decision-making,” says
O’Halloran of Accenture.
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In general, considerable focus in healthcare and pharma
has been on making sure all of the purpose-built, internal
systems are working—for instance, systems used to manage
purchasing, manufacturing, warehouse inventory, shipping,
customer service and more. “But given the many silos that
typically exist, and the variability of the data coming from
internal systems, logistics providers, supply chain partners
and contract research organizations (CROs)—with each
supplying the data in a different format—it can be extremely
challenging to combine them all in a meaningful way,” says
Anshul Agarwal, partner, ZS Associates. “While such systems
give organizations good visibility into specific parts of the
overall operation, the ability to achieve truly seamless endto-end visibility, from multiple upstream suppliers all the way
through to end customers, has remained elusive,” he adds.
More recently, there has been growing interest in investing
in an overarching digital strategy that incorporates a so-called
“unified data layer.”
“By creating knowledge graphs and ontologies that are
supported by natural language processing (NLP) capabilities,
companies can automate and streamline the onboarding of
external data and conform that external data across various
suppliers into a unified data model that can then help to
reduce the time-consuming and costly manual intervention
that is often required to onboard new data sets from external
suppliers,” says Agarwal.
This approach is also being used to help streamline
the process for bringing new suppliers on board more—a
strategy that can provide another hedge against supply chain
disruptions, notes Agarwal. The onboarding process for a
new supplier typically takes four to six months. From an
administrative standpoint, some leading pharma clients are
working to automate time-consuming parts of the process—
for instance, by using advanced cloud computing and NLP,
he says. This is helping manufacturers to shorten the time
required to enable digital data exchange with external
suppliers by 30%-40%, which can give them greater flexibility
while reducing risk.
Manufacturing sites up and down the pharma/life
sciences supply chain already collect a lot of data and notes
related to bad lots or a particular process going out of
specification. However, such details—which could be the
bellwether of a pending supply chain disruption—are often
lost in “unstructured” data sets. “Efforts to build in datadriven scenario modeling—for instance, NLP algorithms,
can be used to ‘read’ unstructured data and extract relevant
information, and using machine learning (ML) techniques
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can help to reveal important patterns and trends, allowing
different issues to be assessed quickly and potentially forecast
occurrences of these issues,” Agarwal continues.
The ultimate goal is to be able to the model and prioritize
different scenarios, improve predictions and be able to
quickly assess the potential impact on delivery timetables,
product availability, pricing changes, etc. Deacom works with
its customers to run so-called pricing fire drills, so they can
better understand the impact of sudden price fluctuations
in critical raw materials and other key components, develop
“what-if ” scenarios, and set up workaround solutions that
could be deployed quickly to avoid a crisis and reduce the
overall margin impact. “You won’t know the impact of such
pricing fluctuations, or be able minimize the damage, if you
are only looking at the financials 30 days later,” says Deakins.
“The persistent lack of connectivity throughout the
pharma supply chain creates significant opportunities for
improvement, by investing in the right analytics and the
right technologies,” says Alverson of McKesson. During the
initial months of the pandemic, McKesson formed a Critical
Care Drug Task Force, which kept close watch on trending
treatments for Covid-19 and hot spots across the US.
Prewave uses an AI-based approach to monitor publicly
available information (such as published news and social
media posts) associated with thousands of companies all over
the world, and is able to report in real time specific risks, such
as labor strikes and environmental and sustainability issues
that can create pinch points or stoppages in the supply chain.
“The use of AI enables us to stay on top of large quantities of
suppliers and be able to infer meaning to the large amounts
of data we are gathering in real time,” explains Nitschinger.
Several of the major players in the automotive industry,
including Audi, Porsche and Volkswagen are early adopters of
the Prewave AI technology, and the approach is applicable to
the pharma/life sciences industry as well. Prewave was recently
able to generate a sustainability risk alert for one of the large
steel furnaces nearly one year in advance, based on social
media chatter and related data points. A year later, the furnace
was ordered to halt operation due to sustainability issues.
“This type of information is invaluable to help automakers
search for suppliers and plan ahead, giving an organization
a competitive advantage by helping it to avoid a predictable
supply chain disruption,” says Julian Meinke, head of
marketing for Prewave. “Strategic contractual agreements form
the backbone of most successful supply chain relationships,
but at the end of the day, issues often arise that only real-time
monitoring can uncover quickly.”
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AI-generated alerts like this one from Prewave inform
pharmaceutical manufacturers in real-time of any risks
affecting their supply chains. Credit: Prewave

The value of enhanced digital connectivity
Increased use of best-in-class technology options, such as
extensive use of internet of things (IoT) sensors and cloud
computing capabilities, is a means to an end. When such
sensors are used inside temperature-controlled shipping
containers, for instance, they provide critical insights into
not only the exact location but the condition of every single
container; such real-time data lets pharma customers know
a delay or problem has arisen before the impact becomes
catastrophic, notes Tom Weir, chief operating officer of CSafe
Global, a specialty packaging and logistics company.
Specifically, CSafe Global’s sensors are able to provide
location and time stamps, but also data related to ambient
temperature and humidity inside and outside the temperaturecontrolled shipping container, tilt and vibration experiences
and the number and duration of “open-door events” that could
threaten the threshold temperatures inside the cold-chain
cargo container so that an effective intervention can be made.
“Enhanced visibility allows all stakeholders to know
what’s going on with every single shipment and whether
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the extremely narrow temperature specifications that are
increasingly required for many temperature-sensitive
pharma products (e.g., vaccines, biologics, cell and gene
therapies) may be at risk without timely human intervention,”
continues Weir.
CSafe Global has been working in close partnership with
Cloudleaf to enhance the overall visibility of every single
high-stakes, temperature-controlled pharma shipment.
With their combined capabilities, the companies create
modeled scenarios that allow for idealized planning of
shipping routes and more rapid response when issues arise.
“By enabling better decision-making, the opportunities are
enormous,” says Weir.
“Most of the risks to the supply chain are known and can
be modeled using predictive analysis, which relies heavily
on regression analysis and actuarial
probability modeling,” adds Alex
Jung, principal, EY-Parthenon,
Ernst & Young LLP (EY). “We
e n c o u r a g e o r g a n i z at i o n s t o
contact their insurance companies
for support, as the insurance
underwriters frequently model
these types of risks.”
Accenture and MIT recently
collaborated to co-develop a supply
chain resilience “stress test”2 that
helps organizations to assess and
prioritize operational and financial
risks created by potential market
disruptions, disasters or other
catastrophic events and then use the data to define appropriate
mitigation strategies and actions.
Accenture’s O’Halloran suggests that modeling and
simulation become an integral part of standard pharma
supply chain operations. Toward that end, in recent years
there has been growing interest in the development of
a so-called “digital twin”—which is essentially a detailed
digital model of an actual production facility, along with its
entire upstream and downstream supply chain network. This
virtual model then receives real-time information from all
of the suppliers and logistics partners, production facilities,
warehouses, downstream distribution systems, hospitals and
pharmacies that are interconnected within that particular
pharma ecosystem.
“Once a digital twin has been set up, you can model the
complex interrelationships among all supply chain partners

—informed by constant real-time data—and run “what-if ”
scenarios that enable rapid anomaly detection gap analysis
to reveal vulnerabilities, and carry out informed contingency
planning to minimize unplanned downtime,” says Veerina
of Cloudleaf. “While such efforts are still nascent, early work
is very promising and this is likely to be a big trend in the
years to come.”
Research from Accenture’s Technology Vision 2021
report3 shows that 87% of executives agree that digital twins
are becoming essential to their organization’s ability to
collaborate in strategic ecosystem partnerships.

Supply chains: How lean is too lean?
There has always been a natural tension between these two
prevailing philosophies: Pare down your supply chain to be
lean and mean, in terms of driving
out surpluses and inefficiencies);
versus build up redundancy, in
terms of the number of suppliers
and the amount of inventor y,
both raw materials and finished
products, that is stockpiled to enable
a quick response to supply chain
disruptions. History has shown that
the pendulum tends to swing back
and forth every few years, as one
approach or the other is favored.
“Without a doubt, as more
companies look to build in safety
and redundancy by partnering
with additional suppliers in multiple
regions—to spread out the risk and reduce the likelihood of
a crippling incident related to any given region—the overall
complexity is only growing in size and scope, says CSafe’s
Weir. When it comes to the logistics associated with delivering
temperature-controlled products such as vaccines, biologics
and cell and gene therapies in a timely fashion, there’s no
room for error. “It used to be that you could predict the exact
shipping route from A to B down to the day, but that is not
true at the moment, so the need additional options in order to
be able to pivot quickly is essential,” contends Weir.
“Recent experience has shown that building in some
redundancy to enable greater resilience to supply chain
shocks is more important than trying to remain lean at any
cost,” adds Veerina.
However, others disagree. “We believe that today, there
are more cons than pros to stockpiling excess or redundant

You won’t know the
impact of [sudden]
pricing fluctuations,
or be able minimize
the damage, if you are
only looking at the
financials 30 days later
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inventory, especially given that these are sensitive products
that may be subject to expiration or contamination,” says
EY’s Jung. “Effective contracting is also a huge element of
this, and it does not necessarily require large cash or capital
investments or even advanced AI capabilities—but rather
clear communications and a well-designed model that
leverages existing partner infrastructure and creates clear
expectations around responsibility.”
For added risk reduction, Jung notes that supply chain
partners should also explore opportunities to make nominal
investments that create collaborative solutions that can be
used by both sides—for example, by developing shared space,
transportation or labor pools.
“Smart procurement procedures—whereby multiple
manufactures in different geographical regions are awarded
supply contracts—offer a clear way to build in redundancy,
yet this is not always possible through economic, legal and
scarcity reasons,” adds Per Troein, vice president of strategic
partnerships at IQVIA. “Today, the ability to use predictive
algorithms to map out and monitor upstream suppliers is
becoming easier and more sophisticated, and this allows
manufacturers to identify disruptions more quickly and react
to them more effectively, while reducing their reliance on
holding surplus inventory.”
Similarly, CSafe’s Weir advocates treating suppliers as
partners, and working to develop a long-term relationship
with them. “Creating just a transactional strategy, whereby
you change suppliers every time there’s an opportunity to
save a few pennies is a poor long-term strategy,” he believes.
Instead, companies should establish clear evaluation criteria
and maintain a supplier scorecard that comes from the top
leadership team, Weir contends.
Ultimately for the manufacturer, effective contracts that are
designed to safeguard against supply chain risks will provide a
competitive advantage, executives believe. “Whether it’s new
warehousing facilities or evaluating working capital on hand,
manufacturers should seek out partners that are willing to
give them the data and flexibility they need to make strategic
decisions,” says Alverson of McKesson.
“It is important to seek greater visibility into your supplier’s
subcontractors, but it is difficult to demand disclosures
related to a relationship you don’t own,” adds Jung. According
to recent Accenture research4, 60% of supply chain executive
in the pharma/biopharma/medical device space struggle
to get real-time inventory and visibility from external
manufacturing partners. Spot auditing can help to identify
and remediate issues early, and in addition to spelling out
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the requirements of every player in the contract, governance
standards should be established as well, Jung says.

Cybersecurity breaches & ransomware threats
“Pharmaceutical companies rely on complex networks
of interconnected partners and routinely work with
critical third-party partners such as [CROs] and contract
manufacturing organizations (CMOs),” says Cesar Villalta,
global life sciences security lead for Accenture. “As such,
the entire industry is on heightened alert for cybersecurity
threats from cybercriminals and foreign adversaries looking
to disrupt the health ecosystem or steal intellectual property.”
In 2019, more than 300 cybersecurity incidents impacted
supply chain entities, according to a recent study by
Resilience360 5, a supply chain risk management firm (it
recently rebraded with Riskpulse as Everstream Analytics).
Companies in the pharmaceuticals, chemicals, technology
and automotive sectors were targeted by ransomware and
data breaches from cybersecurity attacks, phishing efforts
and malware, according to Check Point Research.6
Weir adds a cautionary note: “While the broader use of
sensors and cameras to provide real-time data is certainly
helping to enhance supply chain visibility, stakeholders must also
appreciate that some of these connected devices will also provide
another entry point to infiltrate an organization, so you really
must engage companies with specialized expertise to maximize
the opportunities without creating additional problems.”
The efforts and investments made to detect and respond to
threats across the entire supply chain must have the ability to
scale appropriately, depending on the complexity of the threat,
says Villalta. To evaluate their cyber resiliency across the value
chain, she suggests that organizations should consider carrying
out proactive cybersecurity-threat simulations to pressure test
the cybersecurity controls and the existing response measures
of their supply chain partners.
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Digitize
Every Dose
TruTag is the leading on-dose authentication
technology available on the market.
Protect your supply chain and improve patient outcomes
with TruTag smart medicine technology.
Our smart medicine solution fortifies supply chain security, prevents product
tampering and lost revenue, and reduces both brand and legal risk by
ensuring you always know where, when, and how your product is being used.

Make every pill a data point.
TruTag improves your clinical trials with advanced treatment monitoring. Our
solution also allows physicians to track when patients take medication and can
improve patient adherence by 30%.

Integrate our solution into your workflow with ease.
Our spectrally-encoded particles serve as “edible barcodes” that can be
integrated into each capsule, tablet, or vial. Invisible to the human eye, they
are virtually impossible to replicate.

Leave nothing to chance.
Verify the authenticity of each dose with an easy-to-use mobile phone app.

For true peace of mind, digitize every dose.
For more information, contact our team of experts at sales@trutags.com.
www.trutags.com

Digitize Every Dose to Make Medicine ‘Smart.’
Smart medicines are digitized versions of traditional
medicines. This digitization is achieved through the
application of a “target” directly on to a capsule or
tablet. We use spectrally-encoded microparticles of
high-purity silica (SiO2) called “TruTags®”, which can
be easily mixed into the coating of a tablet or in a
standard pharmaceutical ink. Silica is a well-studied
and commonly-used excipient that is listed in FDA’s
Inactive Ingredient Database and has been affirmed as
generally-recognized as safe, or GRAS. TruTags® are
typically invisible to the eye but can be detected by
common mobile phone cameras or industrial-purposed
readers using hyperspectral imaging technology.
A complete smart medicine solution combines digitized
dosage forms with a digital detector that reads the
targets on the pills. An information processing system
uses the data points collected from the scanned pills to
provide actionable insights. These solutions can use a
standard phone camera combined with a mobile app
for patient-facing applications, or they can utilize highlyadvanced scanning and detection capabilities such as
hyperspectral imaging for industrial applications and
enterprise-based systems.

The Benefits of Smart Medicines.
The digital transformation from traditional to smart
medicines offers pharmaceutical companies the
opportunity to create significant value at several
application points across the supply chain.
· Manage Suspect Events. Immediately identify genuine
vs. unauthorized, diverted or illegitimate product to
reduce the risks of product quarantine and supply chain
disruption.
· Identify Commercial Infringements (Diverted and
Expired Product). Use on-dose authentication to detect
when product is diverted across channels or territories,
or when expired product is redirected back into the
market.
· Returns Monitoring. Confirm whether returned product
matches RMA documentation or outer packaging, or
even in cases where the original packaging has been
damaged or replaced.
· Clinical Trials Administration. Covert, on-dose markers
can ID a batch or grouping in a blinded trial to reduce
administrative risks and help ensure that the right
patients are taking the right drugs at the right time.
· Patient Engagement. As part of a complete digital
therapy program, a direct scan of the drug product
itself to confirm it is authentic, correctly prescribed, and
ready for consumption can influence patient behaviors
that lead to improved health outcomes.

Key Implementation Considerations.
An effective smart medicine solution is capable of the
mass digitization of medicines and should be built with
ease of adoption and scalability in mind.
· Regulatory Compliance. Any on-dose technology
needs to have a straightforward regulatory path to avoid
delaying or interfering with a drug products commercial
program. In 2011, the FDA issued industry guidance
regarding the use of physical-chemical identifiers, or
PCIDs, for the identification and authentication of drugs,
and this guidance clarifies the basic regulatory steps
needed, including in many cases only the filing of an
annual reportable change. This pathway is mirrored in
other major international jurisdictions.
· Operational Ease. By mixing TruTags® into standard
pharmaceutical inks and film coatings, incorporation onto
solid oral dosage form products is simple, without the
need for additional equipment or manufacturing steps.
· Affordability. The cost per unit is designed to not
affect product pricing. This is accomplished by using a
common, inexpensive material with minimal regulatory
and operational effects and leverages standard digital
platforms like mobile phones.

Make Every Dose a Data Point.
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RFID on the Rise
Again in Pharma
Bypassed a decade ago for traceability applications, radio-frequency identification is
making a comeback in hospital pharmacies
NICHOLAS BASTA, EDITOR EMERITUS

R

adio-frequency identification (RFID) technology, mostly rejected a decade ago for pharma
track-and-trace applications, is winning adherents, especially in hospital pharmacy systems.
In the 2004-2009 period, the technology was actively pursued both by pharma companies and
by wholesale-distributors, who envisioned streamlining the inventory management process in
their vast warehouses. But technical difficulties and cost swung the pharma industry globally to
deploying 2D barcode for serializing product and tracking it through the supply chain. Passage
of the Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) in the US in 2013, and the Falsified Medicines
Directive (FMD) in the European Union around the same time, more or less locked in the path
industry had chosen.
Over the past year, something of a critical mass of RFID
providers and their hospital customers has been achieved. An
industry consortium, DoseID, has been formed with (as of
May) 24 members. One of the founding members, generally
regarded as an industry leader, is Kit Check, which says it has
some 500 hospital systems as customers, and has delivered over
150 million RFID tags, either to the hospitals themselves or to
pharma manufacturers. DoseID is not the only source; at least
one company, IntelliGuard, says that it has built up a customer
base of 400 hospitals. (Both IntelliGuard and Kit Check generate
revenue with the in-hospital stations that read and collect RFID
data; the tags themselves come from business partners.)
Mention of DSCSA highlights a key element of this RFID
movement: the technology can provide the same (if not
better) anticounterfeiting and supply-chain visibility that
the 2D barcode scheme offers—including all the data that
DSCSA requires. Technically, FDA has mandated use of 2D
barcodes plus human-readable product identification on
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packages—so at best, RFID would duplicate, but not replace,
the 2D barcodes.
The Healthcare Distribution Alliance, the trade association
of US wholesalers and distributors, is fairly adamant that any
combination of DSCSA compliance and RFID adoption
is a waste of time. While commenting (see https://bit.
ly/3pzLCQw) on last year’s FDA Pilot Program summary,
which included a demo from Kit Check, it told FDA that
“urging widespread adoption of RFID or mandating its use
would be contrary to the DSCSA and its persistent discussion
at the public meeting was an unwelcome distraction.”
“I do not see DSCSA transitioning to RFID, except
maybe at the shipper [case] level,” says Jeanne Sirovatka,
senior director of packaging design and technical projects
at Fresenius Kabi, which has recently announced that 20 of
its injectable products are going to be RFID-tagged. “At this
point, with the investments that the pharma industry has
made in 2D barcode, nothing will stop that effort.”
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But at least one manufacturer sees a future for RFID.
“RFID is a step farther in tracking product than the 2D
barcode for DSCSA compliance,” says Lou Kennedy, president
of Nephron Pharma. “We consider it the gold standard for
traceability, and eventually we will be moving our entire suite
of products to it.”
For years, experts involved in DSCSA implementation have
been looking for “value beyond compliance” in serialization
and tracking; to its proponents, the value of RFID is already
there. “DSCSA is a compliance requirement,” says Kevin
MacDonald, CEO of Kit Check, “that adds cost to the system
rather than taking costs out. Health systems aren’t doing RFID
tagging because they have to but because they want to.”
So far, the manufacturer-RFID-tagging trend is of most
interest either to producers of generic injectables, or to
outsourced compounding pharmacies (503b facilities) And
while it seems to be a growing trend, it has a long way to
go to approach a significant fraction of the US pharma
market. Data from IQVIA’s 2020 Medicine Spending and
Affordability report (see https://bit.ly/3cwoi0z) show that,
at best, 25% of pharma sales occur in hospitals and clinics.
According to industry estimates, some 11% of US hospitals
have RFID systems paired with pharmaceuticals currently.

The hospital use case
Health systems have been energetic users of RFID for
years: tracking medical devices’ location and identity;
connecting patient wristbands with the nurses who treat
them, and the procedures being performed; inventory of
healthcare supplies. For pharmaceuticals, a key use case is
surgical trays equipped with the drugs typically used during
certain surgeries. Related cases include “crash carts” that are
brought to the patient’s bedside during emergencies, and
dedicated cabinets for anesthesia, or for refrigerated products.
According to Kit Check’s MacDonald, the key issue for
hospital pharmacies is that drug dosages need to be handtagged with RFID labels before they are loaded into trays
or carts. There is a substantial labor overhead to doing so;
in addition, if the dosages are not tagged, a considerable
inventory of expensive drugs could be sitting in the trays,
potentially expiring.
In practice, Kit Check’s automated cabinets read incoming
product data, and the products are tracked into trays or other
storage options. Kit Check maintains a cloud-based database,
branded as Bluesight, to record all these details. A valuable
benefit of the system, says MacDonald, is the ability to derive
a “beyond use date” (BUD) for a product that might be
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(left-right) How labels could look on Kit Check-enabled vials; Fresenius Kabi’s “+RFID” smart-labeled products; and a rendering of the
RFID-enabled anesthesia station, in an operating room, from IntelliGuard. Credit: Kit Check; Fresenius Kabi; IntelliGuard
withdrawn from a refrigerated cabinet, then returned; as long
as the product’s stability budget (time out of refrigeration)
has not been exceeded, it can be reused.
The company touts at least one health system client,
Reading Hospital in Reading, PA, that used this BUD tracking
for Covid-19 vaccine management.
The hospital’s pharmacy was nearly
overwhelmed with hundreds of
dosages being administered daily,
while striving not to lose vaccine that
had been taken out of its ultracold
storage, but not given to a patient.
Yet another important application
for Kit Check, IntelliGuard and other
players in the RFID/pharma space has
been diversion control of controlled
substances. Kit Check’s Bluesight for
Controlled Substances won an award
from the KLAS Research organization
for this application in 2021. At IntelliGuard, CEO Gordon
Krass says that his company’s tracking technology enables
linkages to the pharmacist or nurse dispensing a controlled
substance, as well as to the hospital’s electronic health records
(EHRs) database, to enable “preventive, not just retrospective”
control of dispensing.

now, any user of Kit Check equipment and services has its
data stored in a cloud-based “registry” (as Kit Check calls it).
CEO MacDonald says that this centralization provides an
important benefit—avoiding the silo effect with automation.
“There are so many siloed systems,” notes MacDonald, as
one moves from the pharmacy to
the operating room to the EHR
system. “A key benefit of the DoseID
program is that if I have a [DoseIDcertified] piece of equipment, I’m not
perpetuating these silos.”
The DoseID program, managed
by the Auburn University RFID Lab,
is intended to provide certification of
equipment performance, as well as
compatibility across its membership.
And while the DoseID website says
that this standardization includes the
GS1 EPC UHF protocol, it is apparently
not limited to that. Kit Check’s MacDonald says that “DoseID is
trying to both support GS1 standards and create compatibility
that works with modern RFID silicon [i.e., the onboard
memory of an RFID tag] and the cloud more broadly.”
For its part, IntelliGuard says that it is the first company to
provide GS1 EPC standards in hospital pharmacy applications.
When Fresenius Kabi announced its RFID program last year,
it specified GS1 compatibility (and is working with a tag
supplier, eAgile, that is a business partner of Intelliguard.
Neither Intelliguard nor eAgile are currently members of
DoseID.) On the other hand, Kit Check issued a press release

“If I have a
[DoseID-certified]
piece of equipment,
I’m not perpetuating
these silos”

Who has the data?
There appears to be an obstacle to widespread use of
RFID by manufacturers (let alone contemplating filling in
a DSCSA function): who controls the data? As things stand
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Product tracking through
the airwaves

saying that it has worked out interoperability issues with
Fresenius Kabi.
A related issue is management of the database that contains
the drug-tracking data. One thing has become clear from the
years of wrestling that manufacturers and wholesalers have
had with DSCSA, is an unwillingness to put all supply chain
data in one database. So far, Kit Check’s MacDonald says the
company has had “no pushback” either from hospitals or
from manufacturers over how it runs its registry; data can be
protected from one user looking into another’s.
At IntelliGuard, Krass says that there is significant
potential for manufacturers in the RFID data: “Today, pharma
companies rely on distributor reports, but don’t have visibility
inside the hospital. They spend millions of dollars with thirdparty firms to find out what happens with their products. We
could eliminate all of that, with data sharing, and blinding
patient info. This gives pharma an understanding of how
their products are used.”
Nor is the data-sharing problem solely a competitive
matter between Intelliguard and Kit Check. When Avery
Dennison, a leading tag and label manufacturer, announced
a new family of tags earlier this year, they also announced
(see https://bit.ly/2T9fJlD) a relationship with a Silicon
Valley firm, SUKU, for a blockchain-based data-storage
system. Moreover, there exist other system providers (such
as AmerisourceBergen, with its Cubixx station) that provide
their own data-storage systems. Ultimately, provided that
more hospitals get on the RFID bandwagon, and pharma
manufacturers follow suit, these issues will be worked out.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nicholas Basta is Editor Emeritus and Founder,
Pharmaceutical Commerce

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) has been coming on since
roughly the turn of the century; by now, billions of RFID tags are in
use in retail sales, and industries like aerospace and food processing.
An RFID tag consists of a bit of printed circuitry; an antenna (together,
called the “inlay”); and, typically, a paper or plastic label that can include
human-readable codes or branding. (Some tags have an internal battery,
such that they can send a radio signal to a reader; but most are “passive”
tags that are energized by the radio signal coming from the scanner.) A
certain amount of data can be stored within the tag, which can be read
out by the scanning step; for pharma, this could consist of the national
drug code (NDC) of the product to which the tag is attached, as well as
lot number, expiry date and the “serialized numeric identifier” (SNI) for
compliance with the Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA).
Most RFID tags come in three forms: high-frequency (HF); ultra-high
frequency (UHF) and near-field communications (NFC). Most applications for pharma involve UHF; although there is some movement
for having combined UHF/NFC tags since the NFC tag can be read by
a smartphone—a potential patient interaction. This spring, Schreiner
MediPharm worked with a pharma company, Ypsomed, on an NFC-tagequipped, autoinjector pen for insulin use; the tag enables downloading
usage instructions, and uploading dosage events for adherence programs.
An effective RFID system for pharmaceuticals would include the
tagged product; a hand scanner or one located in a cabinet or “crash cart”
used for providing supplies at the patient bedside, and a data-management system that collects readings, drug location and drug status (in use,
in inventory, etc.).
Much of the time, RFID tags are sent to a label converter who combines
printed labels with the tag. Those label/tag combinations are sent to
manufacturers who incorporate them into their packaging lines. Lou
Kennedy, president of Nephron Pharma, says that the company has a
different take; it prints its own labels onsite, combines the RFID tag, and
then places them on the drug packages.
Specific costs are hard to come by, but sources indicate that a rough
figure is 50 cents per tag in large volumes.
DoseID members

• Pharma companies

Sandoz (unit of Novartis), Hikma,
Baxter, Nephron Pharmaceuticals

• Compounding pharmacies

SCA Pharma, QuVa Pharma, CAPS (unit of B. Braun)

• Pharmacy automation vendors

Omnicell, Kit Check, Helmer Scientific

• Labels, RFID technology and packaging

SencorpWhite, Avery Dennison, MPI, CCL Healthcare (unit of CCL
Label), Schreiner Medipharm, George Schmitt & Co., Nosco (unit of
Holden Industries), SML RFID, Tageos, International Medical Industries,
SenThys, Schott Pharmaceutical Systems, ITL Group, RFID Discovery
(unit of Paragon ID)
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In-Transit Supply Chain Visibility with
Real-Time Technology
Gaining supply-chain visibility while shipments are in
transit is taking greater hold in the pharmaceutical
industry with real-time technology. Location data
married with temperature sensors is helping manage
and protect its supply chains—from cargo security to
logistics performance management—by enabling realtime interventions to reduce risk.
PHARMACEUTICAL COMMERCE: Can you provide a brief snapshot
of Sensitech?
SURPITSKI: Sensitech has been monitoring supply chains for 30 years.
We are well known for our TempTale® instrumentation, but we have
provided real-time services and technologies since the early 2000s.
Real-time monitoring was first introduced for cargo security but has
since expanded into logistics visibility and real-time intervention
with shipments that are experiencing some type of event or spike in
temperature. The aggregated shipment data can also be used to drive
supply-chain improvements.

Stefan Surpitski
Manager of Global
Real-Time Solutions
Life Sciences
Sensitech

Sponsored by

PHARMACEUTICAL COMMERCE: What newer technologies and
capabilities are companies looking to utilize?
SURPITSKI: We’ve seen a surge in the use of real-time technology for
product-release decisions. The broader service provider industry is helping
to enable this surge—carriers and freight companies have developed
services to help facilitate the response to these real-time escalations.
For example, if the temperature in a container is trending outside
of specification, the technology enables visibility to that event and a
real-time control tower response. IoT devices also deliver operational
efficiencies such as automated downloading, which increases compliance.
PHARMACEUTICAL COMMERCE: What have been some of the
challenges for pharmaceutical companies distributing the COVID-19
vaccines safely from a cold chain and a security perspective?
SURPITSKI: Supply chains are seeing more global movement within
manufacturing. For example, shipments of active pharmaceutical
ingredients (APIs) to facilities for fill/finish packaging. And every time
you introduce a lot of movement into a supply chain, it introduces
threats. Couple that with the challenge of temperature risk (these
products need to be stored and transported at specific temperatures),
adds additional complexity to supply chains.
We've heard reports of increased theft targeting of cold-chain
shipments. However, most likely due to the broader industry's
preparedness and proactive approach, we have not seen this
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increased risk of theft met with much success in the
United States and Europe to date. The risk of specific
targeting of vaccines, however, changes in emerging
parts of the world where supply is constrained, the
vaccination process will take longer, or the cold chains
are not as mature.
Overall, the industry has done a good job of preparing for
what is an extremely complex and dynamic supply chain.
PHARMACEUTICAL COMMERCE: What are some of
the key risk areas in cargo security today?
SURPITSKI: Cargo criminals are becoming more
sophisticated and brazen. We have seen tremendous
variation among different countries and regions in
how cargo thefts take place. Sensitech tracks these
various modus opperandi (MO) that are used by
cargo-theft criminals, so we're able to advise our
customers on the best mix of service solutions to
counteract the predominant theft types in the lane.
Further, the outsourcing of transportation by some
third-party logistics providers to subcontractors is
a potential risk. We encourage our clients to have a
full understanding of every partner that is potentially
handling product within their supply chain; and if
possible, audit each of those partners to ensure they
are adhering to the specific standards of care.
There is also a lack of visibility into driver behavior
while in transit. As an industry, we do a good job
of putting up fences, providing secured access to
facilities, etc., but then we load millions of dollars’
worth of products into the back of a truck and hand
it over to someone we just met. Visibility into driver
behavior is an area that needs attention. There are a
number of tools available to provide this visibility.
Another risk is supply chains are longer and more
complex. Oftentimes, we might see overnight stops,
a lack of secure parking, or a lack of transoceanic air
flights that lead to hand-offs at connecting airports.
PHARMACEUTICAL COMMERCE: What are you
seeing in terms of methods of criminal theft?
SURPITSKI: One area that we see increasing is deceptive
pickups and fake carriers. We've also seen instances
where individuals use social engineering to penetrate
a facility, i.e., criminals are dressed in a similar uniform,
and, in some cases, use the organization’s equipment to
load up a truck and drive away during working hours.
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Hijacking has also increased in high-risk countries such
as Brazil and Mexico, particularly around COVID-19
vaccines. These folks are typically armed and targeting
full truckloads. Additionally, drivers of these highvalue cargo shipments have reported they are under
surveillance by criminal gangs while leaving origin sites.
Counter surveillance of your facility is critical, so you
understand who is sitting in your parking lot waiting for
a full truckload to leave.
Rolling theft also remains a threat. Essentially, a vehicle
gets close to the back end of a trailer and individuals get
out of the sunroof, walk over the hood of the car, open
the truck, and move boxes out while the vehicles are
moving down the highway. It's pretty sensational.
Migrants are also looking to gain access to trailers while
they are being staged in order to travel from country to
country, which increases risk.
PHARMACEUTICAL COMMERCE: What action steps
can companies take to mitigate these kinds of risks?
SURPITSKI: Organizations need to develop a culture of
security within their company—from in-house employees
to carriers and control towers—starting with education on
cargo-security theft events. All parties need to understand
security risks, internal SOPs, and best practices to prevent
disruptions and theft. Additionally, receiving buy-in from
transportation service providers, either through quality
technical agreements or ongoing coaching from a driver
or carrier compliance perspective is critical.
We also recommend that companies adopt a risk-based
approach—conducting audits of critical warehouse
facilities, looking at the various carriers from an operational
perspective, understanding what measures they have
in place to prevent or respond to disruptive events, and
background checks on drivers. And given that budgets
are often constrained, focus on the areas of greatest
impact—we help companies assess their risk by reviewing
the value of shipments, looking at origins and destinations,
risky waypoints or different modes of transportation, etc.—
and then review the intelligence for those variables, so it
matches the solution most cost effectively.
This is where aggregated security data plays a role.
For example, if a driver deviates from an approved
route, the control tower can reach out to that driver to
mitigate risk proactively. Moreover, if it’s happening
every day on every shipment, then companies need to
look at it more holistically.
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Building a Future
Pandemic Blueprint
How the pharma serialization and track-and-trace sector can be better prepared,
should the world be unlucky enough to experience another global crisis
BY ALF GOEBEL, ADVANCO

T

he ongoing Covid-19 pandemic has shone a spotlight onto the
vulnerability of the world in the face of a serious pandemic. On a human
front, it has caused hundreds of thousands of deaths and has left people
with life-changing disabilities and ongoing health problems. On an economic
front, it has cost the globe multiple billions of dollars and has left people
jobless and struggling to make ends meet.

Wit h C ov i d - 1 9 c a s e s
continuing to flare-up in
some parts of the world, one
of the worst feelings is that we
cannot even be sure that the
worst is over yet, even though the situation is looking a lot more
positive in some parts of the world, thanks to the rollout and
delivery of vaccines. So, why did this “Covid-19”, a name that
most of us had never even heard of just 18 months ago, have
such a devastating effect, one which has touched every single
one of us in one way or another?

Being unprepared
One of the overriding reasons for the global vulnerability
seen over the past 18 months is a basic one. Most industries,
governments and countries were simply not prepared for
such a devastating pandemic that appeared seemingly out
of nowhere.
The world was placed into lockdown to limit the spread of
the SARS-CoV-2 virus, but this led to major logistical issues.
Problems with sourcing the quality and quantity of supplies
needed, and ongoing problems with getting them distributed
across the globe, are still being experienced now.
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This has led to a green light from the counterfeiters, ever
ready to chance their luck and make a quick profit from the
misery of others, people desperate to protect themselves
against the virus. As recently as February, there were 3,000 fake
vials of Covid vaccine seized in China, an operation resulting
in the arrest of 80 people. With depressing predictability, I am
confident this is just the tip of the iceberg, with further fake
vaccines being produced across the world at this very moment
in time.
Therefore, what should we—the serialization and trackand-trace sector specifically and the pharmaceutical sector
more widely—do now to establish a blueprint for the future?
While we might not be able to prevent another virus, or
obliterate it, what can we do to ensure we are a much tighter,
much more cohesive unit to do battle in the years ahead?

The continued repatriation of supply chains
One of the major issues highlighted by the pandemic
was the fact the world had become overly reliant on just one
geography—namely China—for the supply of medication
and medical equipment. Not only did this cause a damaging
bottleneck, placing an inordinate amount of stress on the rigid
supply chains connected with Chinese production, it placed
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an unrealistic demand on resources. While China is, of course,
a major global pharmaceutical producer, even it was finding it
tough to supply the rest of the planet through its established,
rigid supply-chain.
Fast-forward to today, and while there is a still an
overwhelming reliance on geographies such as China for the
supply of much of the globe’s medication, the Covid pandemic
has seen this pattern starting to shift.
We are now experiencing a move toward local production
and sourcing through the repatriation of supply chains into
Europe and the US. This repatriation is a big deal for the
future of the pharmaceutical sector. It signals confidence in the
capabilities of Europe, resulting in ongoing investment into
the continent. This will result in job creation and a renewed
interest in the brand name of Europe as a global center to
produce essential pharmaceuticals.
This will be of major importance, should the world need
to spring into action again in the face of another pandemic.
An agile supply chain, local sourcing, local production and
various centers of production will mean we are in a much
better state than we were just 18 months ago.

Continued track-and-trace cooperation
The advent of the coronavirus has highlighted the
importance for product track and trace to work together,
resulting in a supply chain that will minimize costs for
pharma companies.
Indeed, we are already seeing the implementation of agile
supply-chain regulation, which will require a strong industrystandard open interface and interoperability. To do this, the
hardware and the software among different vendors needs to
be much more aligned and work much closer together.
The importance of this cannot be overstated. To be able
to track every single item, at every single stage of the process,
from source to supply to consumer, is essential. To have
complete, watertight confidence that products are the bone
fide official ones, is an important step.
If we do everything possible to work together and pool
resources to nip this in the bud now, we will all be in a much
better shape should we witness another global outbreak that
requires global cooperation to conquer.

Continued digital investment
The past 18 months have ensured the pharmaceutical
industry has collectively reevaluated the technology it needs,
versus the technology that was in place.
The technology driving actual serialization processes

was, as would be expected, of the latest generation and latest
specifications. However, in line with almost every other
business sector across the globe, pharmaceutical serialization
companies have also had to invest in systems that are
conducive to complementing what is likely to become the new
working norm.
With client meetings, team catch-ups and even signing
valuable business deals now reliant on advanced technology,
the sector has experienced a quiet, behind-the-scenes digital
revolution over the past year, one which will place it in strong
stead for the future. This trend must continue at full steam—we
cannot take our foot off the gas. Whether we are in the office
or in our kitchen at home because of lockdown, the technology
must exist for us to spring into action, wherever we are.

A continued focus on ESG
All firms within pharmaceutical track and trace should
treat environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG)
as a cornerstone of their business to collectively benefit the
entire supply chain.
Support of global ESG initiatives is an important step
forward to stamping out the issue of fake drugs, whether these
are fake Covid vaccines, or any other type of drug or piece of
equipment.
The United Nations Sustainable Development Agenda,
launched in 2015, is a clear example of moves that are being
established to ensure a safer and more responsible world. All
companies should be familiar with the contents of the charter
and should be doing all they can to adhere to them for any
future collective battle against a global pandemic.

Ready to mobilize
It is quite feasible that another pandemic could rise again.
We might not want to think about it right now, but it remains
a possibility. The overriding message I want to present is that
we need to exist in a semi-standby mode from hereon in.
While it is important to put the mechanics in place, such as
continuing to foster a much more open, local supply chain,
and continuing to invest in the necessary technology, it is
essential we are ready to spring into action at short notice,
even in the face of strict lockdowns and global shutdowns.
If we must treat the current crisis as a dress rehearsal, then
so be it. Being prepared is half of the battle, and we have a duty
to ensure it’s one we are all ready to fight together.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Alf Goebel, CEO, Advanco
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The March to DSCSA
Interoperability
Barcode assessment project demonstrates the ground gained in meeting serializationreadiness requirements for supply chain transparency
BY PETER STURTEVANT, GS1 US

T

he ability to track pharmaceutical product inventory and movement
through the healthcare supply chain is an increasingly obvious priority
to help support the highest possible quality of care and patient safety. The
pharmaceutical industry has been implementing major improvements since
2013 that—when fully implemented across the entire industry—will go a long
way to facilitate better supply chain visibility and inventory management
through more consistent and standards-based product identification. This
visibility will help the industry plan and prepare for changing circumstances
as efficiently as possible and enable providers to obtain the products
they need, when they need them, and to anticipate those needs as
accurately as possible.

Serialization, barcodes and crucial data

Getting there?

Pharmaceutical companies have been working to implement
globally unique product identification in accordance with
the 2013 Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA). Trading
partners are getting closer to item-level traceability and
have already made significant investments in implementing
serialized item traceability systems.
Serialization and unique product identification enable
trading partners—from manufacturers to wholesalers and
distributors, all the way to healthcare providers—to positively
identify every pharmaceutical product as it moves through
the supply chain and hospital inventories. As products are
scanned along the journey, real-time data becomes available
to stakeholders, including the product’s location on its way, so
healthcare providers can accurately predict when their orders
will be delivered.

Item-level serialization of all regulated pharmaceutical
products will enable vast improvements to the supply chain’s
efficiency and performance. It is a tall order for manufacturers
—requiring intensive collaboration between trading
partners, installment of internal data systems and production
adjustments to allow for the necessary labeling and tracking.
But the good news is, the industry is well on its way.
GS1 US recently conducted its fourth annual barcode
assessment in collaboration with AmerisourceBergen
Corporation, McKesson Pharmaceutical and Cardinal Health
to quantify the industry’s progress in serializing their products.
Barcodes were scanned in three different facilities and
evaluated for correct application of the required data standards.
Each year, improvements have been documented as the
major pharma companies increase their implementation
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and more products enter the supply chain with the proper
identification. At the same time, inventories of “grandfathered”
products that entered the supply chain before new labeling
requirements kicked in (Nov. 27, 2018) are being used as
allowed before they expire; as these inventories are whittled
down, newer products with the proper labeling will take
their place. The average expiration date of products found in
inventory during the 2020 assessment was 1.6 years for the
second consecutive year, down significantly from 2.3 years
during the 2018 assessment.
As those products are consumed or expire, the percentage
of fully serialized products in the supply chain will continue to
go up, heading towards the goal of 100%.

Scanning barcodes

saleable units”) must be marked with a 2-dimensional (2D)
barcode (e.g., GS1 DataMatrix barcode), and homogeneous
cases must include a 2D or linear (e.g., GS1-128) barcode. The
application of standardized data facilitates product traceability
throughout the healthcare supply chain and will be used
to associate the physical product markings with serialized
electronic data exchange that will be required in 2023.
Wholesaler distributors will also become accountable for
verifying the unique identifier of returned products before
they can be placed into inventory for resale. The enforcement
deadline has been extended to 2023 for all remaining DSCSA
milestones for all trading partners, including for dispensers,
who will be expected to receive only
product with 2D Data Matrix barcode
and product identifiers in accordance
with the regulation. To meet this
requirement, pharmacies will need 2D
barcode scanners connected to supplychain data systems containing product
information that can be exchanged
between trading partners.

End-to-end DSCSA
implementation
will result in
improved inventory
visibility and better
detection of product
counterfeits

The three participating companies
in the assessment each evaluated labels
on a specified slice of the market.
AmerisourceBergen assessed package
(lowest saleable unit) barcoding of
specialty pharmaceuticals; McKesson
measured lowest saleable units of
widely used prescription drugs sent to
hospitals and retail pharmacies; and
Cardinal evaluated progress with the
labeling of homogeneous cases.
Over 90% of packages and cases
scanned at these three companies’
facilities met all of the labeling
requirements, with three years remaining until the final DSCSA
deadline in 2023.
Specifically, the 2020 barcode assessment showed that a
vast majority of products were correctly marked with all of
the necessary data elements, including 90.1% of specialty
packages tracked by AmerisourceBergen; 86.6% of packaged
drugs tracked by McKesson; and 93.1% of homogeneous cases
tracked by Cardinal. Taken together in aggregate, 90.1% of all
the scanned barcodes met the standard.

DSCSA barcoding requirements
The DSCSA requires pharmaceutical products to be
serialized and labeled to support an interoperable, electronic
system for identifying and tracing throughout their distribution
in the US. Four standardized data elements are required to
be encoded in a barcode, including a national drug code
(embedded in the Global Trade Item Number®, GTIN®), serial
number, lot number and expiration date. Packages (“lowest

Immeasurable dividends

End-to-end implementation of
the DSCSA will result in improved
inventory visibility and better detection
of product counterfeits. Ultimately it
helps protect patients’ “five rights” of
medication use: assuring that the right
patient can receive the right drug, at the right time, in the right
dose and via the right route—all of which are generally regarded
as a standard for safe medication practices.
The interoperability that will be enabled in 2023 by full
DSCSA implementation will significantly enable better data
sharing for improved supply chain efficiencies and patient safety.
As the world moves toward post-pandemic operations, the
work that has been done will greatly improve pharmaceutical
distribution, patient safety and global health.
Details of the Barcode Assessment study are published in a
new GS1 US report, “Progress on 2023 DSCSA Interoperability”
(see https://bit.ly/3xeO7KO).
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COMPANY LISTING (BY ALPHA)
ACSIS
Marlton, NJ | www.acsisinc.com

CHALLENGE PRINTING CO.
Clifton, NJ
www.challengeprintingco.com

INMAR INTELLIGENCE
Winston-Salem, NC | www.inmar.com
KNIPPER 3PL
Lakewood, NJ | www.knipper.com

AXWAY
Phoenix, AZ | www.axway.com

CLARKE SOLUTIONS
Fishers, IN
www.SolutionsbyClarke.com

ALLIANCE FOR SAFE ONLINE
PHARMACIES
Washington, DC | www.safeonlinerx.com

COVECTRA
Westborough, MA
www.covectra.com

KPMG LLP
Indianapolis, IN | www.kpmg.com

ADENTS US INC.
East Windsor, NJ | www.adents.com

DHL GLOBAL FORWARDING
Newark, NJ | www.dhl.com

LSPEDiA
Farmington Hills, MI | www.lspedia.com

ADVANCO
Brussels, Belguim | www.advanco.com

DMLOGIC
Pittsburgh, PA | www.dmlogicllc.com

MARKEM-IMAJE USA
Kennesaw, GA | www.markem-imaje.com

ANTARES VISION NA
Mt. Laurel, NJ | www.antaresvision.com

DOMINO NORTH AMERICA
Gurnee, IL | www.domino-na.com

MARKMONITOR / THOMSON REUTERS
San Francisco, CA
www.markmonitor.com

ALPVISION SA
Vevey Switzerland | www.alpvision.com

EMA PHARMACEUTICALS
Lailly-en-Val, France
www.emapharma.com

AMERISOURCEBERGEN
Chesterbrook, PA
amerisourcebergen.com

EXCELLIS HEALTH
New Hope, PA | www.excellishealth.com

APPLIED DNA SCIENCES
Stony Brook, NY | www.adnas.com

FREIGHTWATCH INTERNATIONAL
Austin, TX | www.freightwatchintl.com

ARVATO SYSTEMS NORTH AMERICA
Los Angeles, CA | www.it.arvato.com/us

GARTNER GROUP
Stamford, CT | www.gartner.com

AUTHENTIX
Addison, TX | www.authentix.com

GRANTEK SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
Burlington, ON | www.grantek.com

BELL AND HOWELL LLC
Durham, NC | www.bellhowell.net

GS1 HEALTHCARE US
Lawrenceville, NJ
www.gs1us.org/healthcare

BLUE YONDER
Scottsdale, AZ | www.blueyonder.com
BOYLE TRANSPORTATION
Billerica, MA | www.boyletransport.com
CARGONET / VERISK ANALYTICS
Jersey City, NJ | www.cargonet.com
CCL HEALTHCARE
Hightstown, NJ | www.cclind.com

HEALTHCARE DISTRIBUTION ALLIANCE
Alexandria, VA | www.hdmanet.org
IDLOGIQ
Cupertino, CA | www.idlogiq.com
IMA LIFE NORTH AMERICA
Tonawanda, NY
www.ima-pharma.com

KORBER MEDIPAK SYSTEMS NA
Cary, NC | www.kmedipak.com

MEDILEDGER
San Francisco, CA
www.mediledger.com
MD LOGISTICS
Indianapolis, IN | www.mdlogistics.com
METTLER TOLEDO PCE
Aurora, IL | www.mt.com/pce
MOVILITAS CONSULTING GmbH
Mannheim, Germany
www.movilitas.com
NATIONAL ASSN. OF BOARDS
OF PHARMACY
Mt. Prospect, IL | www.nabp.net
NAVITAS
Princeton, NJ |www.navitas.net
NOSCO
Gurnee, IL | www.nosco.com
OMEGA DESIGN CORP.
Exton, PA | www.omegadesign.com
OPSEC SECURITY
Boston, MA | www.opsecsecurity.com
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OPTEL VISION
Quebec City, QC | www.optelvision.com
OVERHAUL
www.over-haul.com
PARTNERSHIP FOR DSCSA
GOVERNANCE
Washington, DC
www.dscsagovernance.org
PCI PHARMA SERVICES
Philadelphia, PA | www.pciservices.com
PHARMACEUTICAL CARGO SECURITY
COALITION
www.hda.org
PHARMA LOGIC SOLUTIONS, LLC
Yardley, PA | www.pharma-logic.com
PLATINUM PRESS
Fort Worth, TX | www.platinumpress.com
PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS
ADVISORY LLC
Irvine, CA | www.us.pwc.com
QUICKLABEL
West Warwick, RI | www.quicklabel.com
RFXCEL
San Ramon, CA | www.rfxcel.com
ROCKWELL AUTOMATION
Milwaukee, WI
www.rockwellautomation.com

SCHREINER GROUP
Blauvelt, NY
www.schreiner-group.com

VALUECENTRIC
Orchard Park, NY
www.valuecentric.com

SEA VISION
Pavia, Italy | www.seavision.it

VANTAGE CONSULTING GROUP
Hillsborough, NJ | www.vantage-cg.com

SEIDENADER (KORBER)
Clearwater, FL | www.seidenader.de

VERITRACE
Harrison, OH | www.veritrace.com

SENSITECH
Beverly, MA | www.sensitech.com/en/

VIDEOJET TECHNOLOGIES
Wood Dale, IL | www.videojet.com

SICPA
Springfield, VA | www.sicpa.com

VISIOTT TRACK AND TRACE
SOLUTIONS
Ankara, Turkey | www.visiott.com

SUPPLY CHAIN WIZARD
Skillman, NJ
www.supplychainwizard.com
SYSTECH / DOVER CORP.
Princeton, NJ | www.systechone.com

WIPOTEC-OCS
Lawrenceville, GA
www.wipotec-ocs.com
XYNTEK
Newtown, PA | www.xyntekinc.com

THERMO KING
Minneapolis, MN | www.thermoking.com
TOTE MARITIME
Tacoma, WA | www.totemaritime.com
TRACELINK
North Reading, MA
www.tracelink.com
TRACKTRACERX
Orlando, FL | www.tracktracerx.com
TRADETICITY
Zagreb, Croatia | www.tradeticity.com

SYNTEGON PHARMA TECHNOLOGY,
INC.
Minneapolis MN | www.syntegon.com

TRUTAG INC.
Kapolei, Hawaii | www.trutags.com

ROPACK PHARMA SOLUTIONS
Montreal, QC | www.ropack.com

TWO LABS
Powell, OH | www.twolabs.com

RYMEDI
Greenville, SC | www.rymedi.com

UHLMANN PAC-SYSTEME GmbH
Laupheim German | www.uhlmann.de

SAP
Walldorf, Germany | www.sap.com

UPS HEALTHCARE LOGISTICS
Atlanta, GA | www.ups.com
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PRODUCT/SERVICES BY CATEGORY
HARDWARE
Anti-counterfeiting technology
(holograms, inks, security printing,
taggants, etc.)
Alpvision
Applied DNA Sciences
Authentix
Covectra
IDLogiq
Nosco
Opsec Security
Schreiner Group
SICPA
Systech
TruTag
Veritrace
Cartoning equipment
IMA Life North America
Korber Medipak
Mettler Toledo PCE
Omega Design
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Syntegon Pharma Technology
Uhlmann Pac-Systeme
Wipotec-OCS
Casepacking equipment
IMA Life North America
Korber Medipak
Mettler Toledo PCE
Omega Design
Syntegon Pharma Technology
Uhlmann Pac-Systeme
Wipotec-OCS
Label printing machinery
Domino North America
Machine vision systems
Antares Vision
Korber Medipak
Mettler Toledo PCE
Optel Vision
Syntegon Pharma Technology
SEA Vision
Systech
Uhlmann Pac-Systeme
SOFTWARE
Packaging line software (level 1-3)
Bell and Howell
Covectra
IMA North America
Korber Medipak
LSPediA
Mettler Toledo PCE
Optel Vision
Rockwell Automation
Schreiner Group
Syntegon Pharma Technology
Systech
Uhlmann Pac-Systeme
Traceability software (level 4)
Adents
Antares Vision
Arvato
Axway
Bell and Howell
Covectra
JDA Software

LSPediA
Mettler Toledo PCE
Optel Vision
RfXcel
Rymedi
SAP
Seidenader
SICPA
Systech
TraceLink
TrackTraceRx
Tradeticity
Ulhmann Pac-Systeme
Warehouse management systems,
edge systems for traceability
Acsis
Blue Yonder
DMLogic
LSpediA
TraceLink
TrackTraceRx

SERVICES
DSCSA-compliant contract packaging
services
EMA Pharmaceuticals
Korber Medipak
Lifoam
PCI Pharma Services
Platinum Press
Ropack Pharma
WestRock
Label conversion service
Authentix
CCL Healthcare
Challenge Printing
EMA Pharmaceuticals
Korber Medipak
LSPediA
Nosco
Opsec Security
Platinum Press
QuickLabel
Ropack Pharma

Schreiner Group
SICPA
TrackTraceRx
Master data services
TraceLink
ValueCentric
Secure ground transportation/
tracking
Boyle Transportation
DHL Global Forwarding
MD Logistics
OverHaul
UPS Healthcare Logistics
Strategic consulting
Excellis Health
Gartner Group
GS1 Healthcare US
KPMG
LSPediA
Movilitas Consulting
Partnership for DSCSA Governance
Pharma Logic Solutions
PricewaterhouseCoopers
SupplyChain Wizard
Vantage Consulting
Systems implementation/integration
Clarke Solutions
Excellis Health
Grantek Systems Integration
Navitas
Rockwell Automation
Supply Chain Wizard
TrackTraceRx
Vantage Consulting
Wipotec-OCS
Xyntek
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Request for Value
How emerging life sciences companies create value with suppliers
BY DAVE STOWE, TUNNELL CONSULTING

I

n the rush to manage pharmaceutical development and
commercialization timelines, emerging life sciences
companies may feel the need to quickly enter into supply
agreements. However, by taking time to properly define
specific business requirements, understand the supply market
and manage the negotiation process, a company can minimize
risk by controlling supplier quality and avoiding hidden
costs. How a company manages their sourcing process will
determine how they “buy on value and not on price.”
While emerging companies want to build valuable supplier
relationships, some team members’ prior experience with
a large company’s sourcing bureaucracy can hinder their
current ability. By “letting go” of past practices and applying
strategic sourcing practices aligned with their current business
requirements, an emerging biopharma company can negotiate
supply agreements to meet development timelines, quality
requirements and cost constraints.
Consider these scenarios which describe “hastened
purchasing decisions” that can adversely impact an emerging
company’s ability to develop products and grow:

not help them properly run a design
of experiment. However, spending top
dollar on lab equipment and supplies
will be inefficient if the equipment is
unused and supplies go out of date.
To understand the value of supply contracts, consider the
following questions to determine the parameters that will
create a valuable supplier relationship:
QUESTION

INSIGHT – IMPACT ON VALUE

Is the supplier capable of meeting growth needs over the next
12-36 months?

• Identify supplier constraints
• C
 larify need for additional suppliers
• Ascertain technology changes

Are supplier terms embedded
into a contract that will create
fixed costs and risks?

• D
 etermine minimum annual purchases
• Define resolution process
• Highlight onerous exit requirements

If the supplier fails to deliver on
time and/or provide a quality
good or service, how will the
business be impacted?

• U
 nderstand effect on tight timelines/
deadlines
• D
 etermine potential cost overruns
• A
 ssess risk to business/FDA audit

Details matter—prevent terrible contracts

Importance of value

Unfortunately, we hear about terrible contracts too often.
To avoid this, buyers should practice “caveat emptor” by
managing their contract process. Thinking a supplier’s terms
are adequate and standard for all customers is a grave mistake
leading to hidden costs and increased risks. Realizing this,
good companies take time to properly manage the sourcing,
negotiating and contracting process to prevent bad contracts
from being implemented. While emerging companies may
lack an organized sourcing and contract management systems,
they have an opportunity to develop an efficient process to link
systems, polices and organizational responsibilities together.
By building relationships with suppliers through a simple
but organized sourcing process, an emerging company can
create value and serve the needs of its patients.

Value is a combination of price, cost and how a good
or service supports a company’s growth. It is one thing
to recognize that purchasing low-cost lab equipment and
supplies is not valuable to a company if their equipment will
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SOURCING
SCENARIO

HASTENED
PURCHASING DECISION

PROBABLE IMPACT

Launching an
online supply
catalog process
for lab supplies

Failing to implement
reasonable order policies
to control costs

Surprise invoices.
Employees carelessly
ordering high-cost
equipment and supplies
without consideration of
budget impact.

Increasing purchase
of medical education services

Signing separate department agreements without
coordinating business terms

Budget stress. Loss of
volume discount and/or
rebates due to growing
purchase volume.

License enterprise
business software

Failing to clearly define
implementation services
and cyber security
requirements

Additional one-time
costs. Need to revise
budgets to support
implementation.
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Register for this free webcast at: www.pharmaceuticalcommerce.com/pc_p/sampling

Event Overview
In driving optimum outcomes for the patients that they serve,
today’s manufacturers and practitioners utilize samples to
perform a central and vital role. The last year has proven,
however, that samples dispensed only from a physician’s office
can present a variety of challenges. Patient safety, logistics
and expense are key examples of challenges presented by the
pandemic. There is a significant amount of misinformation,
confusion and concerns around Direct-To-Patient sampling.
The purpose of this webcast is to provide up-to-date advice
from industry compliance and logistics experts when evaluating
the implementation of Direct-To-Patient sampling program.
Direct-To-Patient (DTPt) sampling is gaining momentum and being
implemented by manufacturers today under FDA guidance. FDA
guidelines are paramount but not the only factors needed to be
considered. Adherence with state boards of pharmacy regulations
must also be addressed as well as HIPAA compliance.
Providing timely, streamlined and cost-effective DTPt programs
that put product samples in the hands of patients fulfills a patient
need. For manufacturers, it’s the opportunity for empowering
practitioners with the means to administer the right products to
the patients who benefit from them the most.

For patients, once properly diagnosed, it’s the opportunity
for a more immediate and efficient path to treatment
during the pandemic.
BE PART OF THIS VALUABLE, INFORMATIVE WEBCAST
The “Implementing Safe, Compliant and Successful DirectTo-Patient (DTPt) Sampling Programs” webcast will cover
many of today’s most important topics, including FDA
considerations, state boards of pharmacy regulations, HIPAA
compliance, protecting your organization (indemnification), and
implementation and rollout of DTPt programs.
If you’re a product manager, brand manager or a sales manager,
attending this webcast will provide you with a wealth of useful
knowledge and actionable information.
Join sample management experts John Oroho of Porzio Life
Sciences and Eric Johnson of J. Knipper & Company as these
two industry leaders discuss the considerations that need
to be taken into account when determining whether a DTPt
sampling program makes sense and the many ways it can
benefit your organization.

For physicians, it’s the opportunity to provide access to the
best regimens for their patients, while ensuring that prescribed
products are well tolerated.
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One global company innovating for millions.
Covance is now Labcorp Drug Development.
Moving ahead, Covance will be known as Labcorp Drug Development—reflecting years
of shared pursuit with Labcorp delivering health breakthroughs. With unmatched global
scale, scientific expertise and virtual clinical trial capabilities, we are determined to keep
pushing forward to help bring cutting-edge treatments to patients everywhere.

